When constructing a model to estimate the causal effect of a treatment, it is necessary to control for other factors which may have confounding effects. Because the ignorability assumption is not testable, however, it is usually unclear which set of controls is appropriate, and effect estimation is generally sensitive to this choice. A common approach in this case is to fit several models, each with a different set of controls, but it is difficult to reconcile inference under the multiple resulting posterior distributions for the treatment effect. Therefore we propose a two-stage approach to measure the sensitivity of effect estimation with respect to control specification. In the first stage, a model is fit with all available controls using a prior carefully selected to adjust for confounding. In the second stage, posterior distributions are calculated for the treatment effect under submodels of nested sets of controls by propagating posterior uncertainty in the original model. We demonstrate how our approach can be used to detect the most significant confounders in a dataset, and apply it in a sensitivity analysis of an observational study measuring the effect of legalized abortion on crime rates. MSC 2010 subject classifications: 60K35, 60K35; secondary 60K35. S. Woody et al./Inference for treatment effects under subsets of controls imsart-generic ver.
Introduction
This paper considers estimation of the effect of a continuous treatment variable Z on a continuous outcome Y from observational data. In this setting, consistent estimation of the treatment effect requires adjustment for confounding variables. When using a linear model to explain the outcome, which is our primary focus, this amounts to including a set of control variables X in the response equation, so that the full model for the outcome vector becomes
Here, τ is the treatment effect, the amount that the outcome is expected to change given a unit increase in the treatment Z. In order for the parameter this to have a causal interpretation, the set of controls X must be sufficiently large such that
where Y (Z ) denotes the outcome when the treatment is assigned to Z (see, e.g., Imbens and Rubin, 2015) . This is typically called the strong ignorability assumption, and is closely related to the exogeneity assumption more commonly found in the instrumental variable literature which is expressed as:
Further, the assumption of overlap must hold, that is
where π(z | x) is the conditional density of z given x. These assumptions allow for identification of the counterfactual quantity
Intuitively, confounders are pre-treatment variables that causally influence both the treatment and the outcome. Exclusion of confounders in the regression model results in biased estimation of the treatment effect. This exogeneity condition is typically unverifiable, however, making it difficult to decide which of the possibly large number of controls to include. Furthermore, inclusion of extraneous or "noise" covariates may lead to low precision estimates of the treatment effect. Broadly speaking, there are two distinct responses to this challenge. One direction has focused on "confounder selection," that is, selecting variables which appear to be determinant of both the treatment and the outcome. For instance, Belloni et al. (2014) give valid inference on the treatment effect after selection of a sparse set of confounders, which are found using the LASSO. Wilson and Reich (2014) use penalized high-posterior density intervals to select confounders. Relatedly, several Bayesian approaches reparameterize the likelihood into a hierarchical formulation given by Exposure model: (Z | X) = Xγ + ν, ν ∼ N (0, σ 2 ν ) Outcome model: (Y | Z, X) = τ Z + Xβ + , ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).
(1.3)
Then, this parameterization is used to specify priors for the purpose of regularization, shrinking coefficients for all but the strongest confounding variables. Wang, Parmigiani, and Dominici (2012) introduce a variant of Bayesian model averaging to estimate τ in this way to account for uncertainty in the set of confounders. They tune their spike-and-slab prior to favor inclusion of variables in the outcome model if they appear in the exposure model, i.e., β j is more likely to be non-zero if γ j is nonzero. This gives more weight to models including prospective confounders at the risk of including instrumental variables, i.e. variables determinant of the treatment but not directly influential on the outcome, whose inclusion decreases the precision of the treatment effect estimate. This approach was extended to generalized linear models for describing outcome and exposure, and to allow for treatment effect heterogeneity, by Wang, Dominici, Parmigiani, and Zigler (2015) . Hahn, Carvalho, Puelz, and He (2018a) use a similar parameterization after applying the transformation (τ, β + τ γ, γ) → (τ, β d , β c ) to Eq. (1.3), thus giving Exposure model: (Z | X) = Xβ c + ν, ν ∼ N (0, σ 2 ν ) Outcome model: (Y | Z, X) = τ (Z − Xβ c ) + Xβ d + , ∼ N (0, σ 2 ), (1.4) and then specify independent shrinkage priors for β d and β c . This approach wards off "regularization-induced confounding," i.e., the bias in estimating τ resulting from the naive use of shrinkage priors on β in Eq. (1.1). Their approach has a computational advantage over that of Wang et al. (2012) in that posterior sampling is often easier when using continuous shrinkage priors than it is for spike-and-slab type priors. However, even with careful regularization, inclusion of a large number of controls can still drown out any signal in the treatment effect if the number of observations is insufficient, as we later show in our main empirical investigation. A second alternative is to fit several models, each with a different set of controls, and inspect how estimates of the treatment effect vary under each one. This is effectively an ad hoc sensitivity analysis investigating whether the treatment effect is robust to specification of control variables. Still, the choice of which sets of controls to consider, even if justified by the analyst, is usually somewhat arbitrary. Simonsohn et al. (2015) introduce a degree of formalism to this approach with the specification curve, whereby a large multitude of "reasonable" control sets are considered, and inference is considered jointly across each of these subsets. While this reduces the degree of researcher discretion with regard to control specification, it is difficult to reconcile inference under each of these models for several reasons. First, inference on the treatment effect under each model, is conditional on the model being correct (in the Bayesian paradigm), or at least fixed (in the frequentist paradigm).
Combining inferences under the different models is therefore challenging. Researchers hope the inferences are at least qualitatively similar, but if not we have limited recourse. Traditional approaches to model selection do not target accurate estimation of treatment effects. Further, inference for treatment effects under different sets of controls may also be substantively interesting in its right.
With this in mind, we propose a two-stage approach for conducting a sensitivity analysis for treatment effect estimation with respect to control specification. We assume a Bayesian vantage point throughout. In the first stage, we specify a "large" model for the outcome which includes all available controls, using a prior carefully selected to adjust for confounding effects, and obtain the posterior under this model. In the second stage, we perform inference for the treatment effect when considering only a specified nested subset of controls by propagating posterior uncertainty from the full model. This is done by projecting down the posterior for coefficients in the full model with all controls onto the column space of the reduced set of controls. For this reason, the resulting posterior under the nested control subset is called the projected posterior.
Our method is used to gauge how control specifications affect estimation of the treatment effect. Thus, it is related to specification curve analysis proposed by Simonsohn et al. (2015) , but in our case we retain valid Bayesian inference in control subsets of interest after the initial model is fit, instead of refitting multiple models using the same data. This coherency is a primary advantage of our method for sensitivity analysis.
The projected posterior for the treatment effect is a summary of the original posterior when considering only a specified nested subset of controls. In this way, this paper is an extension of previous work on posterior summarization, most notably Woody, Carvalho, and Murray (2019) who introduce methods for producing interpretable summaries of global and local predictive behavior of Bayesian nonparametric regression models, and Hahn and Carvalho (2015) , who create sparse coefficient summaries of large-dimensional linear models. This work was anticipated by MacEachern (2001), who first introduced linear summaries of nonlinear regression models. The key strength of posterior summarization is that the data are used only once, that is, in computing the posterior of the full model. In this setting we have a single parameter of primary interest, the treatment effect.
Other work in posterior summarization includes variable selection summaries in seemingly unrelated regressions (Puelz et al., 2017; Chakraborty et al., 2016) , sparse portfolio selection (Puelz et al., 2015 (Puelz et al., , 2019 , and estimation of sparse precision matrix (Bashir et al., 2018) . Additionally, this approach has been applied to variable selection in functional regression (Kowal and Bourgeois, 2018) and variable selection under economic considerations (MacEachern and Miyawaki, 2019) . Crawford et al. (2019) produce linear summaries for nonparametric regressions followed by variable selection, and, similarly, Lee and MacEachern (2014) calculate posteriors for M-estimators as summaries for nonparametric density estimates. This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 we introduce our method for calculating the projected posterior for the treatment effect to give valid inference for the treatment effect under a set of controls nested under the original control set. We provide some intuition for the projected posterior by providing a toy example and analytical results for the case when a flat prior is specified for the coefficients. In Section 3, we shift our attention to ranking the controls which appear to have the strongest confounding effects. For this we propose a backward stepwise approach to weed out seemingly unimportant variables until only the most significant confounders are left. Section 4 contains simulation results characterizing our method of ranking the confoundingness of controls.
Finally, in Section 5 we present an empirical study using observational data from Donohue and Levitt (2001) investigating the hypothesis that legalized abortion reduces homicide rates. Though the original paper provides support in favor of this hypothesis, several subsequent reanalyses have claimed to negate their finding after considering an expanded set of controls. With this motivation, we conduct a sensitivity analysis with these data to check the robustness of Donohue and Levitt's original finding with respect to control function specification.
There is already a rich literature of Bayesian methods for causal inference in addition to the works already cited. Zigler and Dominici (2014) propose a Bayesian model for the propensity score under the case of binary treatment, propagating uncertainty in the propensity score through to effect estimation. A closely related line of work has developed Bayesian methods for scenarios of possibly many instrumental variables (e.g., Chib and Greenberg, 2007; Chan and Tobias, 2015; Hahn, He, and Lopes, 2018b) . Importantly, our goal is not to further develop modeling approaches for application to effect estimation or model selection and confounder selection, but rather to summarize the results of a fitted model. Our inferential approach could be applied to other models and priors, including but not limited to those mentioned above.
Projected posteriors for the treatment effect
Our primary motivation is to reconcile posterior inference on the treatment effect under different control specifications in order to assess the sensitivity of treatment effect estimation. To do so, we propose a two-stage approach. First, we specify the model for the observed data using Eq. (1.3) and a prior carefully selected to adjust for confounding, and then obtain a posterior for the coefficients and treatment effect. This model in the first stage contains all available controls. Second, we perform valid inference for the treatment effect under a set of controls nested under the full model by propagating posterior uncertainty present in the original model. Throughout this section, we assume that we may obtain posterior samples of τ and β.
For the sake of notational convenience, define the concatenated data matrix of the treatment and covariates W = [Z X] and the condensed coefficient vector ψ = [τ β ] , so that the outcome model from Eq. (1.3) becomes Y = W ψ + , ∼ N (0, σ 2 I).
(2.1) Consider a given subset of controls described by the inclusion vector φ ∈ {0, 1} p , where |φ| < p. This has the corresponding restricted covariate matrix X, the φ-subset of columns of X, along with the restricted coefficient vector β. This represents a restricted subset of all the controls listed in the original model. Finally, similar to W and ψ above, defineW = [ZX] andψ = [τβ].
A naive approach to performing inference under this control subset is to obtain the posterior from refitting the model, using only these controls. However, this would involve a second use of the data, in which case we no longer have a valid Bayesian interpretation of the resulting posterior. Instead, it is more appropriate to propagate posterior uncertainty in the original model with all the controls. We propose to obtain a posterior for the treatment effect under the φ subset of controls via the posterior distribution of
(2.2)
We call this the projected posterior for the restricted controls because it is calculated from a least squares projection of the fitted values of the outcome onto the reduced column space. This projected posterior can be calculated analytically in certain cases, or using Monte Carlo posterior draws of ψ from the original model. The projected posterior for the treatment effect τ under the restricted set of controls is the posterior for the first element ofψ. Note that this projection only involves the outcome equation, whereas the prior specification for the treatment effect τ sometimes involves this hierarchical formulation for the likelihood of the exposure and the outcome models, such as that in Eq. (1.3) (e.g., Wang et al., 2012; Hahn et al., 2018a) . This is because the regularization on the treatment effect coming from the joint prior is already embedded in the resulting posterior under the full set of controls. The projected posterior treatment effect should therefore be viewed as a posterior summary of the treatment effect under a specified nested subset of controls, similar in spirit to existing linear summaries of high-dimensional linear models used for prediction Woody et al., 2019) .
The main advantage of this approach is that it provides a principled way of understanding how the inclusion or exclusion of certain controls affects estimation of the treatment effect all while preserving valid Bayesian interpretation. If a certain control is only weakly predictive of either the exposure or the outcome, then its exclusion in the projected posterior for the treatment effect should change very little. Conversely, if a control is a strong confounder, being highly predictive of both the exposure and the outcome, then its exclusion will dramatically increase the estimated effect size. This principle is explored in the following toy example, with analytical results presented later in Section 2.2.
Toy example
Here we illustrate some of the intuition behind the treatment effect projected posterior. We generate n = 1000 observations of exposure and outcome from the model in Eq. (1.3) with σ ν = σ = 1 known and p = 6 controls, with coefficients set to γ = 1.0 1.0 0.2 0.2 1.0 0.0 β = 1.5 0.5 1.5 0.5 0.0 0.0
The controls are sampled independently from the standard Gaussian. We estimate the parameters using independent flat priors π(γ) = π(β) = π(τ ) ∝ 1 and obtain 1000 draws from the joint posterior.
With these coefficients, the controls X have varying strengths in determining the treatment and response, summarized in the table in Figure 1 . All but X 5 and X 6 can be considered confounders, in that they are determinant of both the exposure and the outcome. X 5 is an instrumental variable, affecting the treatment but not the outcome. We consider the projected posterior for the treatment effect under six restricted sets of controls, each resulting from removing one control at a time. The resulting projected posteriors for the treatment effect are shown in Figure 1 , compared to the original posterior from the model including all controls.
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Strong The credible interval from the original posterior, including all control variables and using a flat prior, brackets the true value for the treatment effect. The subset of controls excluding X 1 , highly correlated with both the exposure and the outcome, shifts the projected posterior dramatically upward, as a result of the predictive power of X 1 now being attributed to the treatment due to collinearity with X 2 . This is seen to a lesser extent for excluding the controls X 2 , X 3 and X 4 , which are all weaker confounders. As the degree of correlation with either the exposure or outcome decreases, the shift is mitigated. In fact, the projected posterior for the treatment effect from excluding X 6 , which is determinant of neither the exposure nor the outcome, is identical to the posterior from the original model, as expected. Exclusion of X 5 , the instrumental variable, decreases posterior variance, but only changes the posterior mean by a negligible amount because it is correlated with the treatment and not with the outcome.
There is also a slight reduction in variance from the original treatment effect posterior to the projected posteriors resulting from excluding X 1 and X 2 . This is due to the collinearity between these covariates and the treatment. As usual when collinearity is present, the resulting posterior from the original model has an inflated variance. Thus, removal of these covariates results in a more precise posterior. However, since these covariates are also predictive of the outcome, their removal also biases the projected posterior. Next we present analytical results which help explain these phenomena.
Analytical results for a flat prior
We now consider analytical properties of the projected posterior compared to original posterior, and as before we assume independent flat priors when using flat priors π(γ) = π(β) = π(τ ) ∝ 1. Full derivations are shown in the technical supplement. In this case, the original posterior for ψ = [τ β ] is multivariate Gaussian,
With some given subset of controls, when performing the projection in Eq. (2.2) using this posterior from the full model, the projected posterior for the reduced vector is also multivariate Gaussian, with mean vector
Consider the marginal posterior for treatment effect τ taken from the original full posterior and the projected posterior. In the first case, the marginal is (univariate) Gaussian with mean
where PX = X(X X) −1 X is the projection matrix onto the column space of X. Similarly, define. P X =X(X X ) −1X . The marginal from the projected posterior is also Gaussian, with mean
Note that the two marginal means, Eqs. (2.5) and (2.7), are equal if P X Z = PX Z, that is if Z is orthogonal to the columns of X not included inX (the excluded columns). Furthermore, the difference in marginal variances for τ , Eq.
(2.6) and (2.8), can be reduced to
The inequality holds whenX is full rank so (I − PX ) is positive semidefinite. This expression is also equal to zero if P X Z = PX Z. These results verify our observations from the previous toy example. The projected posterior resulting from the removal of X 6 , completely uncorrelated with the treatment in which case P X Z = PX Z, changed neither the posterior mean nor posterior variance for τ . Removal of X 5 , which is partially determinant of Z but not Y , reduced the posterior variance significantly, with only. In this case, the difference between P X Z and PX Z is large, resulting in a large value of the difference in variances shown in (2.9). However, P X Y ≈ PX Y so looking at Eqs. (2.5) and (2.7) the difference in means should be small. Removal of the other controls results in the projection posterior having shifts in both mean and variance depending on their relative strength in determining Z and Y .
Finally, consider the posterior for τ resulting from refitting the model using only the specified subset of controls. This involves using the data a second time, whereby we lose a strict Bayesian interpretation of the resulting probability distribution. The outcome model now becomes
The posterior forψ in this case becomes multivariate Gaussian with mean vector
The posterior mean from refitting matches that from the projected posterior in Eq. (2.3). However, the covariance matrix from refitting differs from the projected posterior covariance matrix in Eq. (2.4) by a scalar factor. The former has the scalar factor σ 2 , the outcome variance in the full model with all controls, whereas the latter contains σ 2 , the outcome variance from the reduced model. In general, we expect σ 2 > σ 2 because of the reduction in dimensionality. This result stems from the fact that the refitted model assumes a different data generating mechanism and uses the data an additional time, whereas the projected posterior is a summary of the posterior for the treatment effect when considering only a nested subset of controls. In this case projecting, rather than refitting, actually yields gains in precision, particularly when eliminating variables solely predictive of Y .
A path between control subsets
The projected posterior approach developed so far has addressed the case when there are specific subsets of controls that are of interest under which to evaluate the treatment effect. For instance, the full set of controls could include basis expansion terms for some covariates, while the reduced controls could exclude these terms. Sometimes, however, it is unclear what the subset of controls should be, but it is still of interest to learn which controls are appear to be the most significant confounders, that is, those which have the greatest influence on inference on the treatment effect.
To do so, we now introduce a method to produce a path of projected posteriors between control subsets. For this, we propose a backward stepwise approach, outlined in Algorithm 1, which progressively excludes one control at a time. For one iteration of the algorithm, we calculate the projected posterior for each candidate subset of controls. To decide which control to exclude, we use a criterion measuring the difference between the original posterior for the treatment effect (from the model with all controls) and the projected posterior for the treatment effect with this candidate control subset. The control variable whose exclusion results in the smallest change in the posterior for the treatment effect is the one which is excluded at the current iterated, and is removed from consideration in the next iteration. This process is performed iteratively until a desirable level sparsity is achieved in the control subset, or until only the exposure variable remains.
It is also possible to specify some other stopping criterion, such as when the distance metric exceeds some threshold. However, this choice is mostly arbitrary since we are primarily concerned with posterior summarization and not a decision problem. Furthermore, the purpose of this method is not model selection or confounder selection per se, but rather understanding the role that certain controls play in treatment effect estimation.
Let p k (τ | y) represent the projected posterior for the candidate set of restricted controls φ (k) . Our proposed decision criterion to quantify the difference between the original posterior for the treatment p(τ | y) and the projected posterior is the squared difference in posterior mean,
( 3.1) This is perhaps the most natural choice of metric, since it simply measures the difference in the estimated average treatment effect between the two posteriors. Additionally, this metric is used implicitly in more informal sensitivity analyses, where different model specifications are fit and it is seen how the resulting estimates of the treatment effect vary. As suggested by the toy example in the previous section, if the removal of a control leads to little difference between the original posterior mean and the projected posterior mean, this is suggestive that the covariate in question is a "noise" covariate, that is, only weakly correlated with either the outcome or the exposure. Weeding out controls one of time in this manner should leave the controls which are presumably the strongest confounders. // Find the control whose exclusion produces least difference in treatment effect posterior, measured by d R (q) ← r , P (q) ← p r (τ | y); // Store the index of this control, and its projected posterior
r ← 0 ; // Remove this control from consideration in next round end Output: Path of control removal R; path of projected posteriors P Algorithm 1: Backward stepwise algorithm for progressive removal of controls, resulting in a path of increasingly parsimonious control subsets and corresponding projected posteriors. This ranks control variables according to their confounding capacity.
Simulation results
Here we investigate the performance of our backward stepwise approach for ranking controls variables according to the confoundingness outlined in Section 3. We generate n = 1000 observations from the model Y = τ Z + β 1 X 1 + . . . + β 14 X 14 + i , with τ = β 1 = . . . β 14 = 0.1, and i ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) with σ 2 = 1 known. The exposure and covariates are sampled from the multivariate Gaussian (Z, X 1 , . . . , X 7 ) ∼ N (0, Σ), with the covariance matrix defined element-wise by
for k, l ∈ {1, . . . , 8} and ρ = 0.7. Thus, of these covariates X 1 is most correlated with Z, and X 7 is least correlated with Z. The remaining signal covariates {X 8 , . . . , X 14 } are sampled independently from the standard Gaussian. There are 11 additional noise variables (not involved in the true data generating mechanism) generated from a standard Gaussian, so in total there are p = 25 covariates. The first seven covariates are confounders; the following seven covariates are prognostic variables (predictive of the outcome but not the treatment); the final eleven are noise variables.
We implement our posterior summarization technique as follows. First, we obtain a posterior for τ and β using the horseshoe prior (Carvalho et al., 2010) with the likelihood parameterization from Hahn et al. (2018a) to prevent regularization-induced confounding. Then, we use Algorithm 1 with the squared-difference in mean metric in Eq. (3.1) to iteratively remove covariates from the set of controls which appear to have the least confounding capacity, and report the corresponding path of projected posteriors for the treatment effect. Figure 2 shows the results of the algorithm, displaying which covariates are removed at each step and the category of the covariate, i.e,. whether it is a confounder, prognostic, or noise variable. We also show the projected posterior for each step, and the squared difference in posterior mean between the original posterior and the projected posterior, which is used as the decision criterion. As we can see, we generally remove the noise variables first before removing the signal variables. The confounding variables are removed only at the very end, with the exception of X 7 which is only very weakly correlated with the exposure, i.e. cor(Z, X 7 ) = 0.7 7 ≈ 0.082, and also correlated with X 1 , . . . X 6 . As we can see from the plot of the squared difference in posterior mean, the projected posterior begins to significantly move away from the original posterior after covariate X 5 is removed. This behavior is expected, as exclusion of confounding variables will bias the estimated treatment effect. The last remaining covariate is X 1 , the strongest confounder. Figure 3 shows the control removal path for ten additional different datasets generated from the same model to show that this pattern is generally consistent across datasets.
Sensitivity analysis: impact of abortion on crime
We now move to the main application of our paper, analyzing the impact of legalized abortion on crime rates in the United States. We extend the analysis from Donohue and Levitt (2001) , who hypothesize that legalized abortion reduces the number of unwanted children, who are more likely to become criminals, and thereby lowers crime rates in society. They consider violent crime, property crime, and homicide, and have measurements of these crime rates in each U.S. state for the years 1985 through 1997. The treatment variable Z is the "effective" abortion rate, weighted by criminal age at the time of the arrest. For the control variables X, the authors include eight state-level variables for each year that could also contribute to crime rates, including 2  3  4  5  6  11  12  8  7  24  14  10  23  17  22  15  20  9  16  13  21  25  19 linear functional forms for the controls, claim to refute the original finding by Donohue and Levitt. As we have discussed, inference on causal effects is highly sensitive to model specification, and this is certainly true for this case as shown by the discrepancy between the original results and those of the reanalyses. In the end, it is a somewhat arbitrary decision which controls to include. Therefore, it is a natural setting for us to apply our projected posterior approach to conduct a sensitivity analysis on estimation of the treatment effect with respect to control specification.
Here we focus only on studying the impact of abortion on the homicide rate. First, we estimate the treatment effect under a "large" model with an expanded set of controls compared to the analysis in the original paper. Then, we consider inference on the treatment effect under several increasingly parsimonious subsets of these controls by gradually removing terms, and calculate the projected posterior for the treatment effect under these specified subsets. At the end we compare the treatment effect estimates across these control subsets to gauge the robustness of the original finding of a negative effect.
The "large" model we construct is the same as that from Hahn et al. (2018a) , who, in addition to the original state-level controls and state-and year-level fixed effects in the model originally specified by Donohue and Levitt (2001) , also include several interactive terms, namely
• interactions between the eight state-level controls and year • interactions between the eight state-level controls and year-squared • interactions between state dummy variables and year, and • interactions between state dummy variables and year-squared. This expands the model to include p 2 = 176 terms, and allows for quadratic temporal trends for each state and for the effect of the state-level controls. Note that this doesn't introduce new controls variables per se, but dramatically changes the functional form of the control function. In their paper, Hahn et al. (2018a) claim that the causal effect of abortion on crime disappears after using this augmented set of controls. They use a flat prior for the treatment effect τ and the horseshoe prior (Carvalho et al., 2010) for the coefficients β c and β d in the model given by Eq. (1.4) , which reparameterizes the likelihood to prevent what the term "regularization induced confounding."
We obtain the posterior for the treatment effect τ and outcome regression coefficients β using the same prior specification from Hahn et al. (2018a) , and then use this posterior to calculate the projected posteriors found by gradually dropping the control interaction terms.
The control subsets we consider are presented in Table 1 . Figure 4 presents the projected posteriors for each of these, with the columns indexed to match the rows of the table of control subsets. For the sake of comparison, for each restricted control set, we also show the posterior for the treatment effect found from refitting using a flat prior, along with the posterior found from refitting using the horseshoe prior with the RIC parameterization developed by Hahn et al. (2018a) . We present our sequence of control subets in two parts, each represented by the top and bottom panels in the figure.
The top panel corresponds to a path of control subsets between the p 2 = 176 full expanded control terms from Hahn et al. and the original p 1 = 67 controls from Donohue and Levitt. Column 0, on the far left, shows the original posterior using the entire set of expanded controls, calculated as described above, and is identical to the posterior from Hahn et al. (2018a) . This posterior has a small positive mean but has a 95% credible interval bracketing zero. Column 4, on the far right, corresponds to the control specification originally provided by Donohue and Levitt (2001) , and replicates their finding of a negative causal effect for the projected posterior and the two posteriors from refitting. Those between Columns 0 and 4 represent control subsets composed of Donohue and Levitt's original controls and various combinations of the expanded controls from Hahn et al., first dropping sets of quadratic temporal interactive terms, and then dropping the linear temporal interactive terms. Notably, looking at the projected posteriors for these control subsets, it is only after introducing terms for quadratic temporal trends that the negative result is reversed. This finding likely arises from the sheer largeness of size of these control subsets. The shift from Column 2 to Column 1.2, for example, marks an increase of 47 controls. The high dimensionality likely washes away any negative signal in the treatment effect that might be likely present.
The bottom panel of Figure 4 presents a path of control subsets between the Donohue and Levitt (Column 4) controls and the null set of controls, i.e., only considering the treatment variable (Column 8). The original posterior is included for comparison on the far left (Column 0). Except for the case of the null set of controls, each of these subsets has a projected posterior with almost all of its mass below zero. Interestingly, when considering only the state-level controls without including the state-level indicators (Column 6), the estimated treatment effect is much larger in magnitude, highlighting the importance of considering between-state variability. In every case, the projected posterior is less diffuse than both posteriors found from refitting. In fact, there are many instances where 95% credible intervals from the refitted posteriors cover zero and the corresponding projected posterior does not. This is because the projected posterior is calculated from a leastsquares projection of the fitted values of y in the first-stage model onto the column space of the projected posterior. The fitted values are effectively a "denoised" version of the observed outcome, thereby giving the projected posterior more precision in estimating the treatment effect. Again, this arises because the projected posterior is a summary of the original posterior with the full set of controls.
Taken together, this investigation is suggestive that the negative impact of abortion on the homicide rate is generally robust to model specification, Projected posteriors for selected nested summaries, along with posteriors from refitting the models using a flat prior (without any RIC adjustment) and using a horseshoe prior using an RIC adjustment (Hahn et al., 2018a) , using homicide data from Donohue and Levitt (2001) . Column 4 corresponds to the control specification from the original paper.
strengthening the claim of Donohue and Levitt (2001) . It is only when a very large number of control terms are added, or when no controls are considered at all, that this negative effect is nullified.
Discussion
In this paper we have introduced methods to conduct sensitivity analyses for treatment effect estimation for the common scenario where the sufficient set of controls is unknown. This is presented as alternative to the problematic method conducting such a sensitivity analysis by fitting many models independently with the same outcome data. In contrast to this frequently used ad hoc approach, we use the data only once in computing the original posterior, and then compute posterior summaries for the treatment effect when considering only restricted subsets of the controls. A necessary condition here is that the first-stage model contains all controls sufficient for the ignorability assumption in Eq. (1.2) to hold.
There are several appealing aspects of considering only restricted sets of controls. For instance, it allows for easier comprehension of the causal mechanism, and there are often costs associated with observing variables, some of which may be extraneous MacEachern and Miyawaki, 2019) .
Existing methods of sensitivity analysis usually focus on measuring sensitivity to unmeasured confounding. Here our focus instead has been on investigating sensitivity of treatment effect estimation with respect to control function specification. Unmeasured confounding resulting from omitted variable bias is of course still possible, and these more traditional sensitivity analyses should be performed in any causal inference data analysis.
In the wake of the ongoing replication crisis, it has become common for researchers to include additional controls in attempting to replicate a published study. However, adding enough control terms to is likely to wash out the signal from a treatment effect that may be present, as we saw with our main real data application in Section 5. This underscores the importance of sensitivity analyses of the type we recommend in this paper, as they can provide a useful demonstration of the robustness of treatment effect estimates with respect to control specification. Bryan, Yeager, and O'Brien (2019) recently explored the tendency of this and other similar "replicator degrees of freedom" to negate original positive findings. This is, to our knowledge, the first explicit use of posterior summarization in application to treatment effect estimation. There is much work for future development here. We have only focused on specifying linear control functions, allowing for possible basis expansion and interaction terms. The next step, then, is to specify a nonparametric control function, and create posterior summaries for the treatment effect after projecting the nonlinear control function down to one which is linear or additive function. Additionally, we have restricted ourselves to estimating constant linear treatment effects for continuous treatments. There is currently substantial interest in modeling heterogeneous treatment effects, notably using Bayesian tree ensembles (Hahn, Murray, and Carvalho, 2017 
A.1. Main matrix inverse decomposition
Block matrix inverse identity:
Find the inverse for the covariance matrix using Eq. (A.1):
Note that Q 11 is the component corresponding to theW components, and reduces to
Where P X † = X † (X † X † ) −1 X † is the projection matrix for X † . And the other blocks reduce to
Full matrix in tiny text: 
The marginal mean vector for the components corresponding toW iŝ
IfW is orthogonal to X † , then P X †W = 0, and IfW is orthogonal to X † , then P X †W = 0, and 
Using the Sherman-Morrison formula,
The difference, ignoring factor of σ 2 Note the idempotency P X = P X P X , and P X = P X PX P X becauseX is in the column space of X, so then the numerator is Z (P X − PX )Z = Z (P X P X − P X PX P X )Z = Z P X (I − PX )P X Z > 0 when P X Z = 0, because I − PX is positive definite. 
